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1.1 PURPOSE AND SCOPE
1.1.1 Statement of the Problem
Regulation of the outflows of Lake Superior, the largest of the
Great Lakes (see Figure l-l), under the current plan, the "1955 Modified
Rule of 1949", requires, at certain times, changes in the settings of
many of the gates of the Compensating Works (sometimes referred to as
the Control Structure) at the head of the St. Marys Rapids. These
changes have caused the flow through the Rapids to range from approximately
3,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) (1/2 gate open), to approximately 60,000
cfs (16 gates open). Under the minimum flow conditions, significant portions
of the St. Marys Rapids and Whitefish Channel become dewatered. At other
times these areas are exposed to high flows and resultant flooding when,
for regulation purposes, most or all of the gates are open. The extremes
of water level and velocity in the St. Marys Rapids and Whitefish Channel
have an adverse effect on the biological productivity, particularly as
it applies to the fishery.
The low—flow, high—flow and high-level conditions described below were
defined by the fishery biologists. During low-flow periods (less than 4
gates open), Whitefish Channel and areas of the rapids adjacent to Whitefish
Island dry up, fish become entrapped in isolated pools and bottom dwelling
organisms desiccate and die. During high-flow periods (7 to 16 gates Open),
organisms are washed away, spawning areas are lost and fish migration is not
possible. High levels also result in the migration of organisms to higher
areas which later dry up when the flow is reduced, thereby entrapping these
organisms. Under nature, i.e., assuming the Compensating Works were not



















for the aquatic organisms to migrate out of the areas of entrapment to the
lower level water areas.
1.1.2 Authorization and Terms of Reference
Following receipt of the "Interim Report on Lakes Superior and
Ontario Regulation", dated March 15, 1973, from the International Great











































































































and Huron and the inter—connecting waters of the St. Marys River. A
number of briefs were also presented regarding the detrimental effect
of the proposed plan on the fishery in the St. Marys Rapids. Appendix A
contains a list of those who submitted briefs.
1-1















































   
  

































    




































































































































In its "Special Interim Report on Regulation of Lake Superior
Outflows to Provide Relief from High Water Levels 0n the Lower Great
Lakes", dated June 28, 1973, the IJC reported that:
"At the Hearings, serious concern was expressed regarding
the adverse effect that very low flows in the St. Marys
River have on the sport fishery, since as much as a third
of the Canadian flank of the rapids may be without water
under such conditions. These low flows have occurred at
times under the existing regulation plan. Under the new
regulation proposed in this report they would occur more
frequently". _l/
and further that,
"The Commission has asked its International Lake Superior
Board of Control to study, in cooperation with represen-
tatives of the appropriate Federal, Provincial and State
agencies, the feasibility of remedial works or other
measures to ensure that the crucial areas of the rapids
are not dried up under low flow conditions. The Commis-
sion will take appropriate action on completion of these
studies".
By letters dated June 29 and July 9, 1973, the IJC wrote to the
International Lake Superior Board of Control:
"Accordingly, confirming the request at its meeting in
Montreal on May 26, 1973, the Commission requests the
International Lake Superior Board of Control to under-
take the study described above and to report to the
Commission the results thereofwithin one year".
Following the Commission's request, the International Lake Superior
Board of Control formed a study team to carry out a feasibility study of
remedial measures in the St. Marys Rapids. The Terms of Reference for
the study are contained in the Board's Directive to the Study Team.
The Study Team was co—directed by representatives of the Interna-
tional Lake Superior Board of Control who were assisted by appointed
representatives from the State of Michigan, Province of Ontario, U. S.
Department of the Interior, Department of Environment, Canada, and
the Great Lakes Fishery Commission.
The Board directed that within a period of one year the Study Team
would report on the feasibility of remedial works or other measures to
ensure that the crucial areas of the St. Marys Rapids are not dried up
under low-flow conditions.
 
l/ For the period of record 1900-1967, Lake Superior outflowsof less
than 65,000 cfs would occur 32% of the time for the proposed




 During the course of this study, the Study Team recognized, and so
informed the Board, that high flows and velocities were also major con—
cerns as relating to the St. Marys Rapids fishery. Therefore, further
to the original Directive, the Board directed the Study Team to address
the problems relating to high flows and velocities.








The St. Marys Rapids are a highly productive aquatic habitat.
A possible solution to the drying up problem is a minimum
flow of 30,000 cfs through the Rapids, but this procedure
would be economically unjustifiable since it would result in
an average annual loss to power generation of between $3/4
and $1 million.
Remedial works can solve the drying up of crucial areas of
the Rapids and enhance the fishery in the area.
Alternative 1 (Page 5-7, Plate 4 ), which includes a low—
level containing wall that separates the south flank of
Whitefish Island from the main rapids and provides a separate
controllable supply of water, cansolve the low—flow problem
in the crucial areas for a total annual cost of about $100,000.
Alternative 2 (Page 5—9, Plate 5), which includes a high-
level containing wall that separates the south flank of
Whitefish Island from the main rapids and provides a separate
controllable supply of water, can solve both the low-flow and
the high—flow problems for a total annual cost of about
$170,000.
Alternative 3 (Page 5-9, Plate 6), which includes contouring
or excavating the shallow rapids area along the south flank of
Whitefish Island, solves only the low-flow problem in this

























both economically and environmentally.















































































   
1.3 STUDY PARTICIPANTS
The lead agencies in the study were:
(1) U. S. Army Corps of Engineers; and,
(2) Environmental Management Service, Department of Environment
Canada.
By letters dated June 27, 1973, the International Joint Commission
invited the following agencies to participate in the study:
































































































found in Appendix A.































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 Whitefish Island and its south flank. The size of the dried areas was
determined for various conditions of gate openings by planimetering these
maps.
A geologic map was developed using the topographic map as the base
map and incorporating existing data and knowledge relating to overburden
thickness and bedrock outcropping.
In developing the alternative remedial measures (see Chapter 5),
various concepts designed to mitigate the low-flow problem in the St. Marys
Rapids were examined. During this examination it was deemed necessary to
determine what effect, if any, the proposed remedial works would have on
the discharge capacity of the Compensating Works when maximum outflow from
Lake Superior is required by the regulation plan. 1] The examination also
revealed that problems exist as a result of high flows in the Rapids (see
Section 1.1). Therefore, the detrimental effects of high and low flows were
considered in the preparation of criteria used in developing the various
alternatives. The problems associated with high flows are not as readily
noticeable as the low—flow problems because of the inaccessibility of the
Rapids area when such conditions exist.
Cost estimates were developed for each of the alternatives along
with the economic impact of the alternatives on other interests. This




In 1888 the completion of the International Railway Bridge across the
head of the St. Marys Rapids resulted in a 9% decrease in the discharge
capacity of the St. Marys River and the first significant man—made
change affecting the amount of water available for flow through the
Rapids as well as for power and navigation. Figure 1—2 shows the loca—
tion of the bridge relative to Whitefish and St. Marys Islands.
During the 27 years from 1888 to 1914 there were many significant
changes in the outlet conditions of the St. Marys River. Canals, hydro—
electric power plants and navigation locks were built and rebuilt. The
development of hydro-electric power facilities at the Sault resulted in
applications being filed with the IJC by the Algoma Steel Corporation
(the Hydro-electric power plant is now owned and operated by Great Lakes
Power Corporation) and the Michigan Northern Power Company (now the Edison -
Sault Electric Company) for approval to construct the Compensating Works
above the Rapids. Approval for construction was granted in the May 1914
Orders of Approval. By 1918 the Compensating Works were complete except
for a closure in the dike at the south end which was completed in 1921.
All of the development over the years has impacted on the natural
conditions of the surroundings.
 
1] Under the proposed Regulation Plan 80-901, developed by the IGLLB,
for the period of record, 1900 to 1967, flows in excess of 100,000 cfs





















                  

















































   
     
   
    
    
     
  
    
  


































































































































































































The Compensating Works have hinderedthe free movement of fish between
the upper and lower St. Marys River. Subsequent operation of these works,
with resulting fluctuations in water velocity, level and patterns of flow,
has further altered the local aquatic environment.
Other man-made changes in the St. Marys River occurred as a result of
increasing population and industrial, governmental and municipal develop—
ments. Although the water quality of Lake Superior has remained virtually
unchanged, the water downstream of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario and Michigan,
has suffered deterioration due to industrial and domestic pollution.
Over the years there has been a decline in the historic whitefish and
walleye catch. A similar trend has been noted with respect to rainbow
trout introduced to the area. The present sport fishery in the Rapids
is affected by changing levels, velocities and flow patterns. Sportsmen
prefer to fish under conditions that exist at a 4—gate open setting. High
velocities associated with high flows have a tendency to interfere with
fishing in the Rapids.
The original Indian fishery in the St. Marys Rapids has been described
by historians. J. R. Middleton, in the book "The White Rapids", writes that
the Indians were able to fill their canoes from a seemingly endless supply
of whitefish. In the book "River of Destiny" by Bayliss, the explorer
Alexander Henry is quoted as saying in 1762 that 500 fish could be taken
in the Rapids in two hours.
A recent description of the St. Marys Rapids sport fishery is given
in an article by Tom Damman in the December 1972 issue of "Outdoor Life".
The article quoted Ernest Hemingway as saying in 1920 that: "At present
the best rainbow trout fishing in the world is in the Rapids of the Canadian
$00" and further that; "The 800 affords great fishing but it is a wild
nightmare kind of fishing that is second only in strenuousness to angling
for tuna off Catalina".
Damman discusses his experiences of fishing the St. Marys Rapids
which began 40 years ago. The article describes a recent fishing trip to
the St. Marys Rapids, the difficulties encountered and the rewards experienced.
He reports of his October 1970 fishing trip to the Rapids that "Hemingway's
description still fits; the rewards and hazards are as great if not greater".
Although native fish have become less abundant over the intervening years,
the St. Marys Rapids and associated waterways provide an important and unique















































1.5.2 Regulation of Lake Superior Outflows
The 1914 Orders of Approval state that:
"All compensating works heretofore and all such works
built under this order of approval and all power
canals including their head-gates and bypasses, shall
be so operated as to maintain the level of Lake
Superior as nearly as may be between the levels 602.1
(600.5 IGLD 1955) l] and 603.6 (602.0 IGLD 1955)
above said mean tide, ...."








































July 1928 the Lake Superior Board adopted the "Sabin Rule" or "Tentative










































































































































































been required by the "Sabin Rule".







































































































































































































































































FOR ONE DAY OR MORE
  
Total Number of Gates










1928-1973 46 6 l 3 l9 17
1940-1973 34 3 l 3 19 8
1955-1973 19 0 0 0 15 4
















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In August 1971, as part of the studies carried out by the IGLLB, the








































































































































A ten gate or more setting during April, May and early June,
when possible, to permit spawning and hatching of fish
(rainbow trout, walleye, northern pike) in Whitefish Channel
and the lower St. Marys River;
(2)
A four to seven-gate setting during the sea lamprey spawning
period (June—August);
(3)
A four to seven—gate setting for three days, after the water
temperature has reached 55° F, to allow for treatment of the
area below Whitefish Channel with lampricide. These criteria
to be maintained annually until lamprey population below
Whitefish Channel is under control; and,
(4)
(5)
All gate movements must be gradual to allow aquatic organisms
to migrate or adapt to new levels.
The International Great Lakes Levels Working Committee, upon review
of the Shore Property Subcommitteereport, appointed an ad—hoc group to
conduct further investigations into the matter of low flows over the
Rapids. The group was to investigate and report on the following:
(a) The cost to the various interests of implementing the
recommendations contained in the report;
(b) The cost to the various interests of implementing the
recommendations to a lesser degree;
(c) Possible alternatives to changes in flow over the rapids, i.e.,
training walls or remedial measures;
(d) Possible methods of measuring the potential improvement in
the fisheries resource likely to occur if these changes in
gate opening are instituted; and,




In its report to the Working Committee,
the Ad—Hoc Committee made the
following recommendations:
(a)
That Regulation Plan 80-901 not be modified to offset low
water conditions in the St. Marys River Rapids.
(b)
That the operation guide for Regulation Plan 80—901 include
gate movement procedures which would:
(1) Minimize the shock to the fish and wildlife habitat and
other interests in or on the river;
(2)
Provide a continuous steady water supply during spring
and fall spawning seasons; and,
(3) Permit experimentation in various gate settings to obtain
the desirable flow patterns in the Rapids.
(c)
That remedial works be constructed in the Rapids area to offset
the most serious detrimental effect of Regulation Plan 80-901
and that a detailed engineering study be conducted to assure
that the water delivered to the proposed remedial works is
adequate.
(d) That during the period prior to completion of construction of
the necessary remedial works, water currently not being used by
the Abitibi Paper Company be used
(when necessary)
to offset the
noted detrimental effect on the fisheries resource.
The Working Committee subsequently agreed that the low-flow problem
in the Rapids at Sault Ste. Marie was an operational problem which was a
responsibility of the International Lake Superior Board of Control; the
Working Committee recommended that the IGLLB forward the findings















































DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY AREA
2.1 GEOGRAPHY
Lake Superior is the largest of the Great Lakes and its only outlet
is the St. Marys River which links it with Lake Huron (see Figure 1—1).
Most of the fall, about 20 feet, in the St. Marys River occurs at the
Rapids which are located between the twin cities of Sault Ste. Marie,
Michigan and Ontario.
At this point the St. Marys River flow is distributed among the
following man-made structures, named from the Canadian to the United States
side: the power canal of the Great Lakes Power Corporation, the Canadian
Ship Canal. the Compensating Works, the power canal of the U. S. Government
power plant, the two U. S. ship canals which serve four navigation locks
and the Edison Sault Electric Company's power canal. The Compensating
Works are situated at the head of the St. Marys Rapids. The Rapids are
located at approximately 46° 30' 30"N latitude and 84° 21' 30"W longitude.
Figure 2-1 is an aerial photograph of the St. Marys River looking upstream
from the foot of the Rapids, while Figure 2-2 is a close-up aerial photo-
graph of the structures presently located at the head the Rapids.
In addition to water flowing through these structures, water is
withdrawn from above the control structures and is discharged downstream
of the Rapids by fourprinciple users, Algoma Steel Company, Abitibi
Pulp and Paper Company and the Cities of Sault Ste. Marie.
2.2 CLIMATE
The vast water surface area of the surrounding Great Lakes has a
modifying effect on the climate of the Sault Ste. Marie area.
The average annual temperature is 40° F with February. the coldest month,
averaging 15° F and July, the warmest month, averaging 63° F. The temperature
extremes for the area are -42° F and 99° F.
The mean annual frost-free period is about 110 days. Themean annual
precipitation is 39 inches. The average rainfall is 28 inches and the
average snowfall is about 115 inches. The monthly precipitation ranges
from two to four inches. Table 2-1 summarizes the climatic data collected
at the nearby Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario Airport.
2.3 GEOLOGY AND PHYSIOGRAPHY





































the south escarpment of the Laurentian Upland.
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Bedrock at the Rapids is the Jacobsville formation of Cambrian Age.






























































































































































































































































rock, with parallel alignment, caused the Rapids to be formed as a series
of "stair steps". Intersecting joints in the bedrock cause a zig—zag
pattern. Also, the ancient channel structures and crossbedding in the
sandstone produced some surface irregularities like troughs, isolated
islands, parallel curved ridgesand locally irregular dips and slopes.
The overburden in the Rapids consists of silt, sand, gravel and boulders
deposited and sorted by the river. Where overburden is present, thickness
varies from a few inches to 16 feet.
The main rapids is bounded on the north by Whitefish Island and on
the south by the man—made dike which separates the U. S. Power Canal from
the rapids. Whitefish Channel, a semi-isolated branch of the main rapids,
separates Whitefish and St. Marys Islands and consists of a beaver pond
at its upstream end, a section of rapids and a series of depressions.
A sand—gravel bar exists at the entrance to the beaver pond.
The main rapids can be divided into three somewhat different reaches.































































































of the reach is a natural rock ledge which runs across the river roughly at























































features and uniform across the channel. There are many fissures or
cracks and ledges in these strata. 0n the U. S. side of the Rapids this





































bottom to clearly discernible steps.
2-5
 St. Marys Rapids Between the Compensating Works
























































The third reach of the Rapids (see Figure 2—3-C) consists of a series
of steps integrated into a combination of depressions, channels and bed—
rock falls, covered with boulders, rubble and gravel. The size of the
depressions varies from 30 feet to over a 100 feet in width with depths
of up to six feet. Each step in the Rapids indicates a noticeable drop in
the elevation of the channel bottom.
The United States section of the main rapids is composed generally of
bedrock in the form of laminated sandstone characteristic of the area. At
its upper end it is bedrock covered with vast amounts of rubble. One hundred
feet or so downstream the bottom material changes to boulders, rock and
gravel. For the remainder of the reach south of the International Boundary,
the channel bottom is formed chiefly of exposed bedrock.
On the Canadian side of the St. Marys Rapids the sandstone bedrock is,
to a large extent, covered with boulders, slab and rubble. There is a gradual
slope to the south and east corresponding to the tilt of the underlying rock
strata, but where transverse ledges are exposed at several locations in the
rapids abrupt drops are produced in the flow of water. Numerous depressions,
ranging from 1,000 to 4,000 square feet in area, occur in the Canadian rapids
owing to depressions and scoured areas of the channel bottom.
Further details on the geology and physiography can be found in Appendix
C of this report.
2.4 ECONOMY AND SOCIAL ASPECTS
The St. Marys Rapids is the reason for the founding of the twin cities
of Sault Ste. Marie. The Rapids provide a source of hydro—electric power,
but they are a hindrance to the transhipment of goods to Lake Superior from
Lake Huron and vice versa.
The ec0nomy of Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan (population 15,000) centers
around the tourist trade. Each year more than 2 million tourists visit the
area to view the St. Marys Falls Canal and Locks, where annually 100 million
tons of cargo pass in ships.
The economy of Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario (population 75,000) is centered
around the Algoma Steel Corporation, second largest steel mill in Canada.
The pulp and paper, lumber and related support industries enhance the economy.
New developments are being constructed along the waterfront which will improve
the economy as well as the social well—being of the city.
Many of the tourists that visit the area fish the Rapids and the St.
Marys River in the vicinity.
Whitefish Island and vicinity are areas of concern to the local
authorities. Two recent reports underline this concern. The Sault Ste.
Marie Region Conservation Authority, in its 1969 report to the Ontario
Government, recommended that:
   
"....Whitefish Island and St. Marys Island be part of the
area preserved as open space and preservation of it's
unique physical features for the enjoyment of the general
public."
In the letter of recommendation with the City Centre Report, prepared
by Murray V. Jones and Associates in 1973, for the Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
Community Services Board, it was recommended:
"That Whitefish Island, the Canadian Lock area and the
Rapids be preserved and improved as a natural habitat
to be enjoyed by the public."
2.5 HYDRAULICS
The entire outflow of Lake Superior discharges through the St. Marys
River and drops about 22 feet to Lake Huron. The fall from Whitefish Bay
to the Rapids averages about 1/4 foot over the lé—mile distance. Most of
the fall, about 20 feet, occurs between the head of the U. S. Navigation
Canal and the foot of the Rapids, a distance of about 1-1/2 miles. Below
the Rapids, the river fallsabout 2 feet as it divides into two channels
around Sugar Island and flows about 45 miles into Lake Huron.
The rock ledge, located 1500 feet downstream of the Compensating Works,
is the natural control of the St. Marys River flow. The total outflow is
discharged by U. S. and Canadian hydro-electric power plants, navigation
locks and the Compensating Works across the head of the Rapids. Under
normal operation, when power and navigation flow requirements are met, the
gates of the Compensating Works are set to flow the remainder of the regu-
lated Lake Superior outflow.
The Compensating Works consist of 16 vertical
lift gates, each 52 feet wide. Gates 1 through 8 are owned, operated and
maintained by the Great Lakes Power Corporation, a Canadian firm.
Gates 9
through 16 are owned by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers and are maintained
and operated by the Sault Edison Electric Company, a U. S. firm.
Since 1860, the discharge of the St. Marys River has averaged about
75,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) and has ranged from a maximum of 127,000
cfs in August 1950 to a minimum of 41,000 cfs in September 1955. However,
it should be noted that under the present regulation plan the minimum flow
is controlled at 55,000 cfs. Since 1921, when complete control of the river
was achieved, flow through the Rapids area has averaged 17,000 cfs, with a
maximum of 60,000 cfs in August 1950 (16 gates open) and a minimum of 500
cfs.
This minimum flow of 500 cfs was the leakage that was estimated at the
time when all gates were closed during several months in the 1941-42 period.
Since 1955, at least 1/2-gate has been kept open during months of low flow
to prevent the Rapids area from drying up (see report by J. W. Moffett in
Appendix D). The flow through the Rapids with 1/2—gate Open varies from
1,500 cfs to 3,000 cfs, depending on the particular gate used and the
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Showing Conditions in Vicinity of Locks
and Rapids; Compensating































































































Series of Aerial Photographs Showing Ice Conditions


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































food is probably carried through the gates.
2-17
  
 2.9 FISHERY OF THE ST. MARYS RAPIDS AREA
The St. Marys River has long been known for its excellent fishery. As
early as 1830, visitors congregated to watch Indians in bark canoes netting
and spearing whitefish in the Rapids. In 1883, Ontario introduced rainbow
trout into Lake Superior.
Sustained by frequent stocking by Michigan and
Ontario, together with natural reproduction in the Rapids area, this species
has become an important component of the Rapids fishery.
In addition to lake Whitefish (Coregonus clupeaformis) and rainbow trout
(Salmo gairdneri , a number of other species are caught in the Rapids area:
 
Lake Sturgeon Acipenser fulvescens
Brook Trout Salvelinus fontinalis
Splake Brook Trout x Lake Trout
Coho Salmon Oncorhynchus kisutch
Chinook Salmon Oncorhynchus tshawytscha
Round Whitefish Prosopium cylindraceum
Cisco Coregonus 522.
Northern Pike Esox lucius





































































The high production of forage species and other food organisms together
with the water quality characteristics of the Rapids provide the stimulus
to









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Electric Company are fished for salmon, Whitefish, rainbow trout and walleye.
 
Angling from boats occurs at the head and foot of the St. Marys Rapids
and above the Compensating Works, principally for rainbow trout, walleye and
Whitefish. Boats are also used to fish the headrace and tailrace of the Great
Lakes Power Company, the tailrace of the Edison Sault Electric Company and
in the vicinity of Welch's Boat Dock located further down the United States
shoreline. Rainbow trout, salmon and walleye are caught in these areas.
Figure 2-9 shows the location of these angling sites. The St. Marys Rapids
is the focal point for all of these fisheries and provides the environment
for spawning and foraging that helps to sustain them. Recent plantings of
rainbow trout by the State of Michigan, numbering 45,000 in 1972 and 105,000
in 1973, have also contributed considerably to the fishing of the area. The
fisheries of Lake Superior, Lake Huron and downstream sections of the St.
Marys River also benefit from fish production in the Rapids area.
Questionnaire returns from sport fishermen in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan,
and interviews with Canadian fishermen, indicate that most anglers preferred
a Rapids flow equal to a 4-gate open setting. At this setting, flow and water
levels were optimal for fishing by boat at the head and foot of the Rapids,





































1972, the Rapids and adjacent areas provided more than 9,900 angler days on







































the late 1960's, estimates of angler use of the fishery on the United States
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A minimal field data collection effort was carried out in the study
consistent with resources and time.
For the most part, therefore, it was
necessary to rely upon existing field data and prior information of the
St.
Marys Rapids area.
Such data include ice conditions,
soils and material
assessments and fishery assessments, as well as hydraulic, topographic
and biologic surveys.
The field surveys carried out in September and
October 1972, and in November 1973, however, provided important additional
data for all the above mentioned categories except for ice conditions and
hydraulics.
Late in the study some additional hydraulics field data were
obtained.
3.2 BIOLOGICAL
Existing data were available from a low—flow test carried out in the
St. Marys
River
inAugust 1971, as part of the International Great Lakes
Levels Board Study.
These data provided information of the effects on the
aquatic environment of various low-flow gate settings.
It is stated in
Section 8.3.3 of the Great Lakes Levels Board's Final Report, December
1973, to the IJC that, "Such increase in the frequency of low flows would
cause an adverse impact on the fish habitat greater than that which now
occurs, unless remedial measures were provided or the operating procedure
changed to provide a greater share of the flow to the Rapids."
During the November 1973 Field Survey,
a number of samples of benthic
biota were collected and a series of visual and photographic observations
were made between the high water and low water marks, at ranges extending
southward from 18 predetermined stations along the south side of Whitefish
Island.
The purpose of these studies, details of which may be found in
Appendix D, was to provide an estimate of the potential biological produc-
tivity of the dewatered Rapids area and a descriptive supplement to the
quantitative data collected.
The studies showed that the river bottom on
the Canadian side of the International Rapids, which consists mostly of
granite boulders and sandstone slabs with underlying smaller material of
similar composition, provides a highly productive substrate for the
development of a variety of benthic organisms and shelter for forage fishes.
3.3 HYDRAULIC
Some observations were made, but only a minimal amount of hydraulic
data were collected in the field for this study. Therefore, it was neces-
sary to rely, to a large extent, on previously collected field data and
















































































































































































































































































































































































































Sault St. Marie, 1961, prepared by B. E. Russell, District























































































































































































































































































































































































Established, to some degree, discharge capacity~water depth rela-
tionships by using the topographic data in conjunction with these
Maps; and,
(3)
Aided in design of remedial measures such as dikes or training
walls, and landscape contouring measures which are considered
in Chapter 5.
These data were another step toward establishing basic hydraulic data
for the St. Marys River Rapids.
Appendix B details the hydraulic informa-
tion developed for this study.
Primarily this includes the Water's Edge
Maps and water surface profile determinations (both field and computed data)
for various flow and channel conditions.
The data compiled for assessing possible ice conditions in the Rapids
consisted of aerial photographs taken by the U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
in December 1972 and January, February and March 1973.
These photographs
show, to a very limited degree, the location and extent of ice buildup.
However, very little in-depth interpretation can be made of ice effects
within the Rapids.
The determination of these effects is very limited and
has depended upon personal observations and judgments of knowledgeable
individuals.
3.4 TOPOGRAPHIC
In February 1973 the Inland Waters Directorate, Department of
Environment, prepared a detailed topographic map of the Whitefish Island-
Canadian portion of the St. Marys Rapids.
The field survey was carried
out during September and October 1972 at which time some gates were
closed briefly for maintenance work on the piers.
Both the survey and map
preparation were accomplished by the Inland Waters Directorate, and the
Sea Lamprey Control Centre, Department of the Environment and the St. Lawrence
Seaway Authority.
This survey, however, was not able to complete the shoal
water areas of the Rapids and the southwest end of Whitefish Island since a
7—gate setting in the Compensating Works was being maintained at that time.
As part of the present study, an additional field survey of the Rapids
was carried out during the period November 5-10, 1973. Both aerial and ground
surveys were undertaken. During a significant portion of this period, at
least for most of the daylight hours, all gates of the Compensating Works were
closed allowing only leakage (Figure 2-5) to flow down the Rapids. In order
to reduce the effect on benthic organisms of dewatering the area, 1/2-gate of
the Compensating Works was kept open during the nighttime hours. Also, during
the daytime hours, when all the gates were closed, it is considered that
damage was minimal because of the cold temperature and overcast skies which
reduced the rate of evaporation considerably. It is noted, however, that
this survey was carried out during a period of inclement pre—winter weather











































The November 1973 field survey resulted in the preparation of detailed
tepographic maps of the portion of the south flank of Whitefish Island
not covered in the survey of 1972. Photos from the aerial survey were
used in the preparation of l"=50', l"=lOO' and l"=200' scale topographic
maps of the entire Rapids from Whitefish Island to the U. S. Government
Power Canal dike.
3.5 GEOLOGICAL
Limited field activities were carried out during the November 1973
Rapids survey; therefore, the geological assessment was based mainly on
existing data, prior assessments and judgments by several knowledgeable
persons.
The existing data are essentially unpublishedand mainly in the form
of plan drawings which were developed for various local government and
private construction projects. The data which were used as references
for this study consist of the following:
(1) St. Lawrence Seaway Authority of Canada borehole data in the
Sault Ste. Marie Canal, Ontario, south side of Southeast Pier,
October 27, 1963.
(2) International Bridge Authority, Sault Ste. Marie International
Bridge Over St. Marys River, Plan Drawings, Contract 3, Canadian
River Spans, Substructure, D. B. Steinman, Consulting Engineer,


















Examination — Test Pit drawings, New Power House, St. Marys
River, Michigan, St. Marys Falls Canal, October 1945.
(4) Michigan Northern Power Company, Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan,
River Bottom Elevations (drawings) at St. Marys Rapids,





































































































































































































































The main objective to be derived from any remedial works in the St.
Marys Rapids--the rehabilitation of a potentially productive local
fishery--will, when realized, render a benefit in the United States and
Canada in terms of social well-being to local residents as well as to
tourists of both countries. In order to improve the local fishery, an
environment acceptable to the fish and other aquatic organisms must be
established and maintained. The sections that follow describe various
criteria which serve as measures or yardsticks for determining the
environmental acceptability of any remedial works. While satisfying
these criteria, to as high a degree as possible, the works also should
be aesthetically acceptable and compatible with the local scene.
4.2 LIMNOLOGICAL
It is possible that there could be both long-term and short—term
effects on the aquatic habitat as a result of the construction of any
remedial works. These effects need to be considered during both the
design and construction of such works.
In the event that long-term deleterious physical or chemical effects
are anticipated, every effort would have to be made to minimize these ef-
fects. The presence and extent of these long-term effects depends on the
particular alternative solution, as discussed in Chapter 7.
There will undoubtedly be short—term effects during the construction
phase. Transitory alterations in water quality, such as increased tur—
bidity, will take place. Since there is little silty material in the
Rapids, this would probably not be serious, nor continue after the cessa—
tion of construction. Movement of heavy equipment must be restricted to
a minimum on St. Marys and Whitefish Islands in order to avoid excessive
damage to native flora and fauna. Spills of oil or fuel from construction
equipment, or deposition of any other harmful material, in the Rapids area
must be avoided to prevent injury to fish, wildlife, and aquatic inverte-
brates. If a separate source of water is provided, for any part of the
Rapids, it must introduce no adverse change in water quality downstream of
the Compensating Works. The following limnological requirements must be
taken into account in providing suitable conditions for the propagation of
fishes and associated benthic organisms in the Rapids:
(1) ggzggg. Salmonoids require more oxygen for survival than most
fishes, the minimum concentration being between 5.0 and 5.5 mg
per litre. Incubation of eggs requires even higher levels,
with a minimum saturation of the water with oxygen in the range


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Three hydraulic conditions unfavorable to biological productivity
have been identified in the St. Marys Rapids: namely, low water, high water
and high velocity. For convenience, the Rapids can be divided into the
following sections:
(1) Main Rapids. If remedial works are constructed in the main rapids
there should be no dewatered areas at minimum flows (corresponding to a
l/Z—gate open setting) after the installation of such works. Even short
periods of desiccation can result in the destruction of most aquatic life.
High velocity is also detrimental to fish production in that it may prevent
spawning, or destroy eggs or fry after spawning; however, this condition
cannot be eliminated in this area.
(2) South Flank of Whitefish Island. For the south flank of Whitefish
Island, both high and low water levels as well as high velocities should be
avoided. High water leads to the migration of benthic organisms to inland
areas that are later dewatered. Low water and high velocity are undesirable
for the reasons cited.
(3) Whitefish Channel. For Whitefish Channel, high velocity, flooding
and dewatering are to be avoided. All existing natural features should be
retained and a sufficient, but not excessive, supply of water is to be provided
to protect this natural fish spawning and nursery area.
As a result of continuing investigations, it is known that sea lamprey
spawn inthe main rapids and in Whitefish Channel, and their larvae settle
in relatively quiet water on sandy substrate at the east (downstream)
end of Whitefish Island and, to a lesser extent, in protected pockets of sand
along the south flank of Whitefish Island. In order to control this source
of sea lamprey, it will be necessary to have a means of controlling the
volume of flow in Whitefish Channel and along the south flank of Whitefish
a Island. When liquid lampricideis used, the cost of treatment is di-
i rectly proportional to the volume of flow since a given concentration must
be maintained for a certain period of time. When the granular material
(Bayer 73) is used, the current velocity must be minimized to allow the
toxicant to remain in contact with the substrate for the required period
to be effective. Therefore, in order to control sea lamprey in the St.
Marys Rapids area, effectively and at reasonable cost, it is essential
that the proposed remedial works include the provision for controlling
the volume of flow in Whitefish Channel and along the south flank of
Whitefish Island. A report on sea lamprey surveys and treatments is
included in Appendix D.
4.3 ENVIRONMENTAL EVALUATION
In assessing the environmental impact of each measure, a number of
. criteria will be used. These relate to how well each measure could solve
f the problems existing under present conditions including satisfying the
I criteria set forth above. The evaluation criteria to be used in the












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































REMEDIAL WORKS AND OTHER MEASURES
5.1 GENERAL
The St. Marys Rapids comprise three distinct areas: the main rapids,
the south flank of Whitefish Island and Whitefish Channel. The drying up
of the crucial areas of the Rapids could be prevented by providing
a greater water supply over the Rapids or by constructing remedial works
which would redirect the flow into these areas and maintain sufficient
water depths. Utilizing the criteria described in Chapter 4, a number of
possible structural and other measures were considered to meet the require-
ments in different areas of the Rapids. The structural measures were then
formulated into three selected alternatives for which costs were estimated.
Non-structural measures, namely, regulation plan modification and redistri-
bution of the total river flow were also investigated.
5.2 PRELIMINARY STRUCTURAL MEASURES AND SELECTED ALTERNATIVES
5.2.1 Components of Structural Measures
Before discussing the various measureswhich were considered in develop-
ing the selected alternatives, it may be useful to provide the following
brief summary of the components of these measures:
(1) Compensating Works. Sometimes referred to as the Control Structure,
these works are located at the head of the St. Marys Rapids Channel,
upstream from the Railway and Highway Bridges. Either the entire
structure or the extreme north gate (Gate No. 1) of these works
might be used to provide a controlled supply of water for the
required areas of the Rapids.
(2) Deflector Wall. This wall would extend from pier 2 (see Plate 1)
of the Compensating Works to the northern pier of span 9 of the
Railway Bridge and would be constructed of reinforced concrete.
Its purpose would be to deflect water from Gate No. l of the
Compensating Works to the south flank of Whitefish Island and
into Whitefish Channel.
(3) Containing Wall. This wall would extend fromthe northern pier
of span 9 of the Railway Bridge or from pier 1 of the Compensat—
ing Works, depending on the measure involved, to approximately
the eastern end of Whitefish Island (see Plate 1). Throughout
its length the wall would approximately follow the water's edge
corresponding to a l/2-gate open setting of the Compensating
Works. The height of this wall would depend on the water























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Four narrow connecting channels would be excavated
to interconnect existing deep pools.
Measure 2 is identical to Measure 1 except that only three or four
weirs would be employed to form pools with differential water levels of
four to five feet.
Measure 3 is also identical to Measure 1 except that the series of
weirs would be replaced by a series of grains extending from the containing
wall in a northerly direction, forming a roughly triangular flow area
adjacent to the south shoreline of Whitefish Island.
A free sloping water
surface rather than a series of pools would thus be formed.
While this Measure is theoretically feasible, some practical diffi-
culties or limitations are recognized.
The analysis of flow (water surface
profile) would be extremely difficult to carry out with any degree of
accuracy.
Measure 4 is identical to Measure 3 except that groins would extend
from both the containing wall and the shoreline, creating roughly trapezoidal
flow areas approximately halfway
betweenthem.
Analytical difficulties
similar to those in Measure 3 would still be encountered.
Measure 5 would eliminate the deflector wall and the containing wall
of Measures 1 to 4 and instead would employ three or possibly four weirs
spanning the entire width of the St. Marys Rapids, creating a series of
large pools with differential water levels in the order of four to five
feet. Whitefish Channel would have the same works as Measure 1.
Damage to these long weirs (dikes) would likely occur during the
passage of ice and during high flow. In addition, the flow regime of
the entire rapids area of the St. Marys River would be altered for both
high-flow and low-flow periods.
Measure 6 is essentially the same as Measure 5 except that a greater
number of weirs (10 to 15) would cross the entire width of the St. Marys
Rapids, creating a series of pools having differential levels in the order
of one foot.
Measure 7 is concerned only with Whitefish Channel. The topography
in the vicinity of Whitefish Island is such that remedial measures could
readily be constructed in the Whitefish Channel area without being greatly
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
Measure 11 is the same as Measure 10 except that water is supplied
to the south flank of Whitefish Island by means of an independent concrete
box inlet structure rather than from the northerly gate of the Compensating
Works.
It is evident that a common feature of six of the measures, 1, 2,
3, 4, 10 and 11, is the containing wall running along the main channel,
starting at the north end of the Compensating Works and extending about
3,700 feet eastward to the lower end of Whitefish Island. As previously
indicated, this wall is aligned roughly along the water's edge which would
exist at a flow provided by a l/2-gate open setting. This may result in
small areas, perhaps two acres in total, south of this containing wall,
which would remain dewatered under a l/2-gate open setting because of the
irregularity of the shoreline in relation to the alignment of the containing
wall. Nevertheless, if necessary, these areas could be excavated at the time
of construction to provide complete water coverage at all times.
The con-
taining wall could be either a high-level dike, which would not be over—
topped at a 16-gate open setting, or it could be a low-level dike which
would be submerged when more than 4 gates are open. With a high-level
dike the encroachment on the Rapids Channel would cause the water level
profile in the main rapids to rise substantially and it would affect
the tailwater level at the Compensating Works. The low—level dike, which
would be submerged at high flows, would have a minimal effect on the water
surface profile. However, it would not prevent Whitefish Island and
Whitefish Channel from being inundated under high—flow conditions.
Consequently, the problems at high flows would remain unsolved.
To satisfy the fisheries criteria, the flow required is estimated to
be less than 100 cfs in Whitefish Channel and about 350 cfs in the channel
between Whitefish Island and the containing wall. As noted in the discussion
of the measures, this flow could be obtained either through independent
intake structures north of the Compensating Works or from Gate No. l of
these Works. As discussed in Measure 8, the use of Gate No. 1 would inter-
fere with gate operation for the purpose of outflow regulation. Nevertheless,
the possible use of this supply sourcewas not ruled out.
In summary, Measures 1, 2, 3, 4, 10 and 11 have as a common feature the
containing wall. Measures 5 and 6 involve weirs extending across the full
width of the main rapids. Measures 7 and 8 are concerned solely with the
improvement of Whitefish Channel. Measure 9 involves a recontouring of the
channel bottom along the south flank of Whitefish Island by excavation and a
separate solution for Whitefish Channel.
Table 5-1 summarizes the eleven preliminary measures considered and

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































5.2.3 Evaluation of Preliminary Structural Measures
Preliminary assessments of the foregoing measures indicated the
following guidelines for the selection of alternatives:
(1)
Submergence of the Whitefish Island shoreline and Whitefish
Channel at high flows is not desirable.
A high-level
containingwall
should be provided to confine the l6—gate open setting flow in the main
rapids.
(2) There should be an independently controlled source of water serving
the south flank of Whitefish Island and Whitefish Island Channel. This
precludes the use of Gate No. l of the Compensating Works for this purpose.
(3) The drop across each weir in the controlled channel should not
exceed 1 foot in order to allow the passage of fish.
(4) Measures providing for works completely across the main rapids
channel are environmentally unacceptable.
Measures 1, 2, 3 and 4 were rejected because they would interfere
with the capability of the Compensating Works to discharge the maximum flow
through all 16 gates. However, some components of these measures, in
particular, the dikes and containing wall, were found useful in developing
the selected alternatives.
Measures 5 and 6 were rejected because they were environmentally
unacceptable and did not solve the problems associated with high flows.
Measures 7 and 8 dealt solely with the improvement of Whitefish
Channel. Neither would solve the problem of low levels along the
south flank of Whitefish Island.
Measure 9 was rejected because of its interference with the Compen-
sating Works. However, the contouring component of this measure, although
environmentally not desirable, was included in one of the selected
alternatives because the result would be aesthetically acceptable.
Measures 10 and 11 served as the basis for developing two of the
selected alternatives.
5.2.4 Selected Alternatives
“Based on the above assessment of the various measures considered, the
following three alternatives of remedial works were selected for design
and cost estimating purposes:
Alternative 1 (see Plate 4) provides for a concrete deflector wall from
the Compensating Works to the Railway Bridge and a low-level rock—fill con-
taining wall. The containing wall would extend downstream for about 3,700
feet adjacent to and about 200-300 feet from the Whitefish Island shoreline.
Originally, a concrete section for this wall was examined, but it was later



































dewatering. The containing wall would have a maximum height of about
7 feet, with an average height of about 6 feet, a top width of 10 feet,
1% to 1 side slopes and a maximum bottom width of 31 feet. This wall
would keep the diverted water in the critical low-water area of the
Rapids and prevent this area from drying up at times of low flow through
the Compensating Works. Adequate depths and flows in this area would
be provided by the use of submerged weirs extending from the containing
wall to Whitefish Island. The containing wall would be submerged at
flows beyondla 4-gate open setting and the area would become adversely
affected by high velocities during periods of high flow through the
Rapids.
To prevent flooding of the Whitefish Island shoreline under these
conditions, a landscaped rock-fill shore dike would be required along the
south shore of the Island. Some areas south of the wall, perhaps two
acres in total, may become dewatered under a a—gate open setting because
of the irregularity of the shoreline in relation to the alignment of the
containing wall. However, if considered necessary, these areas could be
excavated at the time of construction to eliminate this condition.
In addition to the hydraulic control created by the Compensating
Works, there is a natural hydraulic control in this channel which is
located about 1,500 feet farther downstream. Consequently, any minor
back-up of water from a channel constriction below this lower point of
control would have no effect upstream. However, if the degree of con-
striction is increased, the point of control could be moved downstream.
Thus, during periods of high flows, a backwater effect could be trans—
mitted through this point continuing upstream to the Compensating Works.
The low—level containing wall used in Alternative 1 is an example of such
a channel constriction. Computations of the backwater effect created by
this wall indicated that the effect was less than 0.1 foot at the Compen-
sating Works. This degree of computed effect was considered acceptable
in view of the feasibility nature of the study and the limited data avail—
able on which to base the backwater computation.
Another important part of this alternative is the separate water
intake structure north of the Compensating Works. This controllable water
intake would supply about 450 cfs during periods of low-flow conditions.
The structure would consist of a concrete box culvert, 8 x 12 feet, with
the invert at elevation 591.0 feet, controlled by manually operated stop-
log gates at the upstream end. A rock—fill isolating dike, with a top
elevation at least equal to the 16-gate open setting water surface
profile, would separate Whitefish Channel from the main rapids area.
The cross-sectional dimensions of this dike would be similar to those of
the containing wall. Water would be supplied to Whitefish Channel through
a steplog inlet structure located in the dike. In addition, an 8-inch
diameter pipe extending from the upper riverto Whitefish Channel would
ensure a constant supply of water to the Channel in the event that the main
stOplog structure becomesplugged with ice.



















Alternative 2 (see Plate 5) is quite similar to Alternative 1.
The
basic difference is that it provides for a high-level containingwall
extending 3,700 feet downstream from the Compensating Works.
The top of the high-level containing wall would be approximately 2
feet above the water level corresponding to the 16—gate open setting.
As in Alternative 1, a rock—fill dike design was adopted in view of the con—
struction difficulties associated with a concrete wall. The maximum
height for this Alternative would be about 9 feet with an average height
of about 6 feet.
The rock-filled dike would be 10 feet wide at the top,
with 1—1/2 to 1 side slopes; the maximum bottom width would be 40 feet.
Initial computations of the backwater effect created by this wall
indicated that the effect would be about 0.5 foot at the Compensating
Works.
Such an effect was considered not acceptable because it would
significantly reduce the discharge capacity of the Compensating Works.
To overcome this effect, excavation of the channel bottom in the critical
areas, from approximately 200 feet to 1,500 feet downstream of the Compen—
sating Works, would be carried out adjacent to the containing wall.
Without
attempting to optimize the areal distribution of this excavation, it was
found that the removal of 25,000 cubic yards of material would reduce
the backwater effect at the Compensating Works to about 0.04 foot, which
is considered acceptable and within the range of the accuracy of the study.
For Alternative 2, as for Alternative 1, an independent stoplog inlet
structure would provide for a supply of water directly from the river
above
the Compensating Works.
A rock—fill isolating dike for Whitefish
Channel, described in Alternative 1, would also be used in Alternative 2.
However, in this case a much lower dike would suffice because the high flows
through the main rapids channel would be contained by the high—level con-
taining wall.
Alternative 3 (see Plate 6) provides for contouring (excavation pro-
viding a nearly horizontal
rather than a sloping bottom)
along the
south flank of Whitefish Island.
The volume of water provided at the
1/2-gate open setting would then inundate the excavated area up to the
water's edge which now exists under a 4-gate open setting.
A landscaped
rock-fill shore dike, with a top elevation equal to the present l6—gate
open setting water surface profile, would be constructed along the south
shore of Whitefish Island and upstream thereof to the area of higher
ground. This would prevent Whitefish Island from becoming inundated under
high-flow conditions. Further, the dike would isolate Whitefish Channel
and prevent high levels and velocities in the channel at high flows. The
cross-sectional dimensions of this dike would be similar to those of the
containing wall. An independent water intake structure with two 36—inch
diameter pipes would supply water to Whitefish Channel. However, as in
Alternative 1, the adverse effects of high velocities would persist on the
south flank of Whitefish Island under high—flow conditions.
The specific works included in each of the above three selected alter—
natives are listed in Table 5.2. Plates 7 and 8 provide plan and cross





































































































































































































The other measures, not requiring remedial works, are modifications
of the regulation plan and a redistribution of the required regulated
flow through the St. Marys River.
Because of the present configuration of the channel bottom in the
Rapids, an amount of water equivalent to at least a 4—gate open setting
would have to be supplied through the'Compensating Works to meet the
specified minimum flow requirement in the vicinity of Whitefish Island.
Further, at certain times during the spring and summer months, it may be
necessary to reduce maximum flows through the Rapids for fish spawning
and lampricide treatment. While these minimum and maximum flows are
consistent with some of the criteria, they do nothing to solve the pro—
blems of high velocities, high levels and changing flows which are
detrimental to the fishery, as described in Chapter 4.
A minimal effort to solve the problem of the drying up of crucial areas
of the Rapids, without remedial works, would be to increase the minimum
flow over the Rapids from approximately 3,000 cfs (l/2—gate open setting)
to 26,000 cfs (4—gate open setting). However, the criteria to protect
against high velocities during periodsof high supply cannot be met
without remedial works.
5.3.1 Modification of the Regulation Plan
In order to provide for an increase in the minimum flow in the Rapids
without reducing the water available for power generation at Sault Ste.
Marie, the minimum flow imposed by the regulation plan would have to be
increased. Such an increase in the minimum flow would necessitate, in
effect, a different regulation plan.
The minimum flow specified by the 1955 Modified Rule of 1949 and
Plan 80-901 is 55,000 cfs (58,000 cfs in the summer months for the 1955
Modified Rule of 1949). A decrease in the maximum flow through the Rapids
for a portion of certain months would also be necessary in order to meet
the criteria for spawning and the application of lampricide.
5.3.2 Redistribution of Flow
If the minimum flow in the Rapids were increased from a 1/2—gate open
setting to a 4-gate Open setting, about 26,000 cfs, an increase in flow of
about 23,000 cfs would be required. Also, an additional flow of about 4,000
cfs would be required to sustain an adequate flow in Whitefish Channel. In
order to adhere to the monthly Lake Superior outflow as specified by either
the 1955 Modified Rule of 1949 or Plan 80—901, an increase in Rapids flow

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































were considered appropriate for these works:
 
Indirect Cost Item
Percent of Direct Costs
Detailed field investigations 5




Thus, the indirect costs are provided for at 15 percent of the total direct
costs. These costs are summarized in Table 6-2.
Table 6-1
CAPITAL COSTS OF SELECTED ALTERNATIVES
 
Capital Costs in $ of Works in Alternative
Work Component 1 2 3
( 1) Containing Wall, R.l 525,000 - —
( 2) Containing Wall, R.2 - 945,000 -
( 3) Weirs, WI.1 105,000 105,000 —




( 5) Beaver Dam, WC.3 2,000 2,000 2,000










( 8) Contouring, WI.2 - - 1,942,000
( 9) Landscaped rock—fill 88,000 — 88,000
'shore dike, WI.3
(10) Pipe Inlet, EEL; - - 71,000
WC.2
(11) Excavation, R.3 - 500,000 -
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Total annual costs (see Table 6-2) are comprised of financial costs,
operation and maintenance costs and the costs of water required.
The financial (also called investment) costs provide for amortization
over an estimated 50-year project life at an annual rate of interest of
7 percent. It may be noted that the relative comparison of different
alternatives will not be affected by using otherinterest rates.
The operation and maintenance costs depend on the nature, magnitude
and location of the works. Based on experience with similar works, these
costs are estimated to be about one percent of the capital cost of works
for Alternatives 1 and 2. In the case of Alternative 3, the major work
component is excavation in the river channel; once completed, this is
unlikely to require any significant maintenance. Therefore, the costs
of operation and maintenance are assumed to be one-half percent of the
capital costs of works for Alternative 3.
The cost of the water for the project is estimated as a loss to the
power interests, since under lowalow conditions this water wouldotherwise
be used to generate power.
Alternatives 1 and 2 require a total diversion
of 450 cfs, 100 cfs in Whitefish Channel and 350 cfs in the channel along
Whitefish Island.
Alternative 3 would require the diversion of only 100
cfs through Whitefish Channel.
The annual costs of diversions are indicated
in Table 6-3 and Figure 6-1.
These are average annual costs for the period
of record (1900-1967).
The maximum loss to be incurred in a given year would
be about $38,000 and $11,000 for 350 cfs and 100 cfs, respectively.
Based
on the same period of record, this extreme would have occurred in 1922
under Base Case conditions which represent the present regime on the Great
Lakes, i.e., the current regulation plans in use on Lakes Superior and
Ontario and the existing outlet conditions for Lakes Huron and Erie.
6.3 ANNUAL COSTS OF OTHER MEASURES
6.3.1 Method of Evaluation
In the International Great Lakes Levels Board's study, generalized loss
relationships were developed for the various interests (shore property,
navigation and power). These relationships are expressed in the form of
curves relating relative dollar losses versus stage or flow for each lake
for a,given month.
They were derived fromthe detailed evaluation procedures developed in the
IGLLB study for determining the economic effects of a change in water level
on a given interest.






























Condition of Rapids Release 1949 Rule 50-901
1/2 gate open + 200 cfs —6,000 -7,000
(i.e. Power Reduction)
1/2 gate Open + 500 cfs -15,000 -l7,000
(i.e. Power Reduction)
1/2 gate open + 1000 cfs ~3l,000 -35,000
(i.e. Power Reduction)
1/2 gate open + 2000 cfs _ -64,000 ~73,000
(i.e. Power Reduction)
Implementation of Plan 80-901 would result in a $200,000 annual loss
to power (as compared to the 1955 Modified Rule of 1949) and this
loss has not been included in the above loss values (IGLLB Report).
NOTE: These costs are presented graphically in Figure 6—1.
6.3.2 Modification of Regulation Plan
If the regulated releases are made in accordance with a regulation
plan over a given water supply sequenceand the resulting water levels
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satisfy the fishery requirements.
Table 6-4
ST. MARYS RAPIDS - LOW FLOW STUDY





























































































































































































































*In terms of flow (TCFS).
6-7
  
ST. MARYS RAPIDS - LOW FLOW STUDY
Table 6-5




Base Case 80-901 S0-950-1 80-950-2 SO-950-3 S0-950-4
 
Mean 600.38 600.41 597.91 598.53 599.56
Max. 601.91 602.00 601.92 601.95 602.01
Min. 598.36 598.81 593.52 594.14 595.51
Range 3.55 3.19 8.40 7.81 6.50
Economic Evaluation
Power - —0.2 ~1.0 -0.7 -0.2
Shore - ~0.1 —47.3 -33.7 -13.4
Lake Michigan-Huron
Mean 577.95 577.96 578.03 578.01 577.97
Max. 580.91 580.64 580.48 580.51 580.49
Min. 575.15 575.46 575.47 575.49 575.38
Range 5.76 5.18 5.01 5.02 5.11
Economic Evaluation
Power — - - - -
Shore - +0.9 -0.2 +0.2 +0.6
Lake Erie
Mean 570.60 570.61 570.65 570.64 570.62
Max. 573.01 573.04 573.13 573.10 572.97
Min. 567.95 568.14 567.81 567.82 567.82
Range 5.06 4.90 5.32 5.28 5.15
Economic Evaluation
Power - +0.4 +1.3 +1.1 +0.5
Shore - +0.1 -0— -0- +0.1
Lake Ontario
Mean 244.53 244.55 244.57 244.57 244.57
Max. 246.95 246.92 246.93 246.95 246.92
Min. 241.31 241.53* 241.86* 241.89* 241.81*
Range 5.64 5.39 5.07 5.06 5.11
Economic Evaluation
Power - +0.2 +0.6 +0.5 +0.2
Shore — -0- -0. -0- -0-~
TOTAL ANNUAL EFFECT ($ MILLIONS)
Power +0.5 +0.9 +0.9 .5
Navigation +0.8 -19.6 -13.8 -5.1
Shore Property +0.8 —47.6 -33.5 -12.7


























































































6.3.3 Redistribution of Flow
The economic impact of a redistribution of water through the exist-
ing structures has been evaluated by considering the loss to power. The
flow available for power generation was reduced to provide increased
minimum flow to the Rapids.
The computations were made using both the 1955 Modified Rule of
1949 and Plan 80-901 on the following assumptions:
(a) The total release from Lake Superior would be in accordance
with the 1955 Modified Rule of 1949 for the period 1900—1967;
(b) Water supplies to the Great Lakes during the evaluation period
(1900-1967) would be as given in Appendix "B", Volume 2 of
the International Great Lakes Levels Board Report; and
(c) The current water usage for Canadian and the United States
power generation at Sault Ste. Marie would form the basis~
of—comparison for the redistributed flows.
The results of this evaluation are shown in Table 6-6.
Table 6-6
ECONOMIC EVALUATION OF REDISTRIBUTION OF FLOW
TEST PERIOD 1900-1967
 
Condition of Rapids Release Annual Effect on Power
 


















































































































































































































modified regulation plan, would provide only a partial solution when





Alternative remedial works and other measures are compared on the
basis of total annual costs in Table 6-2. As seen in this table, Alter-
native l is the least costly solution. It alleviates the problem at low
flows and prevents flooding of Whitefish Island. Alternative 2 provides
protection against both low—flow and high-flow conditions at minimum
cost. Alternative 3, while being the costliest structural solution, has
the merit of preserving the natural scene in the main rapids channel. It
offers a solution to the low-flow problem and protection against the
flooding of Whitefish Island, but does nothing to alleviate the problem of
high velocities associated with high flows. In comparison, other measures
such as the redistribution of flow and a modified regulation plan are much
more costly and their requirement for diverting a large amount of
additional water to the Rapids greatly impacts on other interests.
6.5 BENEFITS
A solution to the low-flow and high-flow problems would result in an
improvement in the fishery habitat in this unique area of the Great Lakes
system. However, the economic effects of such an improvement are diffi-
cult to quantify in dollar terms. In the IGLLB study, no economic method
was developed to evaluate the effect due to changes in levels and flows on
the fish and wildlife habitat. Only a qualitative evaluation was provided.
There are both tangible and intangible benefits accruing from im—
proved conditions in the Rapids and Whitefish Channel. Tangible benefits
include the preservation and enhancement of the sport fishery on both
sides of the border. The intangible benefits relate to improvement in
commerce, tourism, social well-being; the preservation of open spaces
and natural areas; and general quality of life in the area.
The sport fishery at Sault Ste. Marie may be measured by the number
of angler days provided. At present an estimated 30,000 angler days per
year are utilized on the Canadian side of the Rapids. In the United
States, since there is no access to the Rapids, the 110,000 angler days
per year estimate applies to all fishing in the St. Marys River area at
the Sault. The value of this recreational activity based on a minimum of
$10 per angler day is well in excess of $1 million per year. The value
of $10 per angler day is based on values currently used by both the State
of Michigan and the Province of Ontario. The proposed works will enhance
the fishery resource. This improvement, together with fishery management
programs and increased fisherman access to the Rapids as a result of future
waterfront development, should at least double the number of angler days



















































































































































































































































measures, which do not provide protection against high-flow conditions
would hamper the annual sea lamprey control program in the Rapids. However,
lampricide could continue to be applied using the present procedure of

























for making the required changes in the gate settings.
   





The criteria to be used for environmental assessment of the remedial
works and other measures are discussed in Section 4.3.
7.2 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF REMEDIAL WORKS
7.2.1 Alternative 1 (Low—level Containing Wall)
This alternative combines a low—level containing wall in the main
rapids, several weirs and a separate controllable water source to maintain
water along the south flank of Whitefish Island and in Whitefish Channel.
The containing wall would be overtopped when more than a 4~gate open
setting flow is maintained.
Provided sufficient flows were supplied, low—water problems on the
Canadian side would be greatly alleviated. All but perhaps two acres of
the presently dewatered area will beinundated at the 1/2—gate open setting.
The United States portion of the Rapids would be unaffected as long as a
minimum flow equivalent to 1/2—gate open setting were maintained over the
main rapids area, given the present amount of leakage through and around
the Compensating Works.
Since this proposal will permit overtOpping of the containing wall, it
w0uld provide little help for alleviating the problems of high water levels
and high velocity in the Rapids along the south flank of Whitefish Island.
Access to fishermen, including access to the top of the containing wall
itself, would be restricted when flows are greater than a 4—gate open setting.
High water velocities would continue to affect fish populations ad-
versely. Upstream movement of rainbow trout, except during high water,
would not be affected. Except during high flows, theweirs should not
prevent the upstream movement of rainbow trout or other related species
known for their jumping ability, even in the absence of deep jump pools.
Water quality would also be unchanged.
.Construction of the water intake works, several weirs, a dike and a
containing wall would likely cause considerable disturbance to the river
bottom in the immediate area. Any blasting would destroy fish and benthic
organisms in the immediate area. Excavation would destroy benthic organ—
isms and cause a temporary increase in turbidity and siltation. Destruc—
tion of fish and benthic organisms, although locally severe, will have
little long-term impact since repopulation from nearby areas should occur
in a relatively short time. The coarse nature of the overburden should































































































along its entire length when flows are greater than a 4-gate open setting,
it would soon become algae-covered. In this condition it would tend to
become more natural in appearance. The aesthetic effects should be










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































containing wall may not be aesthetically pleasing. Such aesthetic effects
should, however, be balanced against the great improvement in the appearance
of the Rapids resulting from a continuous water supply within the previously
dewatered portions of the Rapids and Whitefish Channel.
This alternative would also provide improved fishermen access. The
improved fishermen access will allow greater annual utilization of the re-
source. Improved stability of levels would lead to a more productive
fishery and certainly a greater standing crop of benthic organisms on an
annual basis.
The high-level containing wall wouldprovide for adequate sea
lamprey control in both the controlled water portion of the St. Marys
Rapids and Whitefish Channel. This will be possible under this proposal,
since controllable sources of water are provided for the separate entities.
7.2.3 Alternative 3 (Contouring)
This alternative would involve construction of a separate controllable
water source for only Whitefish Channel, a dike to separate Whitefish Channel
from the main portion of the Rapids, and a landscaped shore dike to protect
against flooding inland of the south shore of Whitefish Island. The south
flank of Whitefish Island would be supplied with water from the Compensating
Works. The south flank of Whitefish Island would be contoured so that at no
time would any of this area be dewatered.
This alternative would solve the problems of dewatering presently
encountered in Whitefish Channel and allow for required sea lamprey control
in this section.
The low-water problem would be remedied along the south flank of
Whitefish Island. The problem of migration by benthic organisms onto
the island during high water would be solved by the landscaped shore
dike. This proposal would not solve the problem of high velocity and
levels attendant with high flows. It may even hinder angler access to
the St. Marys Rapids during high water.
The effect upon both water quality and fish movements will depend
largely upon the pattern of contouring within the St. Marys Rapids.
Contouring will need to be undertaken carefully to avoid creating iso—
lated pools which could deter fish movements. Stagnation of these
isolated pools would ultimately cause mortality of fish and benthic
organisms. Additionally, scouring may occur during periods of peak
flow; this will remove valuable habitat from production.
In addition to the possible destruction of valuable habitat refer—
red to above, construction of this alternative would temporarily result


















































cause additional mortality to benthic organisms in the area. Further,
it is unlikely that the habitat destroyed in the Rapids would return to
its former condition. Also, this alternative has no provision for sea
lamprey control in the rapids portion.
Aesthetically, this proposal would be the most pleasing to the eye,
since the affected area would be under water. There may be forma—
tions which do not appear exactly natural, but there will not be the
obvious containingwall or weirs to draw ones attention to the works.
Environmentally this is the least desirable alternative. Excavation
will totally destroy the existing habitat, replacement of which will be
nearly impossible. It is likely that the resultant bottom will be very
similar to that of the United States side, which has a very low population
of benthic organisms, unless attempts are made to restore the boulders.
Even then, the situation will be of lower quality than presently exists.
7.3 ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF REDISTRIBUTION OF FLOW
This section provides the evaluation of the environmental effects of
redistribution of the St. Marys Riverflow as a solution to the problems
around Whitefish Island. The redistribution of flow is accomplished by
reducing the flow available for power generation purposes during times of
low flows.
A minimum 4-gate open setting in the Compensating Works would
greatly alleviate the low—water problem on the south flank of Whitefish
Island. The only areas dewatered at this setting are under the Interna—
tional Bridge and relatively close to the Compensating Works as well as
Whitefish Channel. Under these conditions Whitefish Channel does not
receive sufficient flow to preVent loss of spawning areas at the lower
end of the Channel. Therefore, the Whitefish Channel still requires a
separate constant water supply. Inorder to ensure sufficient flow in
Whitefish Channel, an additional 4,000 cfs would need to be released
through the Compensating Works.
The United States portion of the Rapids receives sufficient flow to
maintain the present aquatic environment at the l/2—gate Opensetting.
A 4-gate open setting would not affect the United States shoreline adversely
as it is already capable of withstanding the flow resulting from a 16—gate
open setting. The redistribution of the minimum outflow would clearly not
solve problems of high water and high velocity which result from flows




















































































the power canal where most waste inputs to the river originate. Further
studies are required to determine the significance of this effect.
Since redistribution of the flow involves no structural changes,
effects of construction would be nil and fish movement would not be af—
fected. However, since no provision would be made for a controllable
source of water, this could create a conflict between the need for low
flows for sea lamprey controland the need to release high flows from
Lake Superior for regulation purposes. This could be remedied by tem—
porarily reducing the flow to near a é—gate open setting when treatment
is necessary.
7.4 COMPARISON
This section provides a comparison of the environmental assessments
of the three alternatives in matrix form. The redistribution of flow
is also included in the matrix.
Each of the remedial works alternatives and the other measure of
redistribution of the flow were first evaluated in relation to each
criterion listed in Section 4.3 and assigned one of the following
positive, zero or negative values: ,
++ meets the criteria
+ partially meets the criteria
0 neither meets nor fails to meet the criteria
— partially fails to meet the criteria
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The St. Marys Rapids, in particular the Canadian portion adjacent to
Whitefish Island and the problems that exist there under both low—flow
and high—flow conditions, have been described. Three selected remedial
works alternatives and one other measure which solve to varying degrees
the problems encountered have been developed. Engineering, economic and
environmental assessments have been carried out to determine their
feasibility. Based upon these assessments, the Board's findings and
conclusions are presented in the following sections.
8.2 FINDINGS
(1) The St. Marys Rapids are a highly productive aquatic habitat.
From this and previous studies it has been found that the St. Marys Rapids
are a highly productive aquatic habitat. Crucial areas of this habitat
either dry up under low—flow conditions or are flooded and subjected to
disrupting high velocities under high—flow conditions.
(2) A possible solution to the drying up problem is a minimum flow
of 30,000 cfs through the Rapids,ibut this procedure would be economically
unjustifiable since it would result in an average annual loss to power
generation of between $3/4 and $1 million. A minimum of 26,000 cfs would
provide sufficient water to ensure that those crucial areas of the Rapids,
which normally dry up at low flows, are always covered. An additional
flow of up to 4,000 cfs through the Compensating Works would be required
in order to provide an adequate supply of water to Whitefish Channel to
prevent its drying up under low—flow conditions. This procedure is not
justifiable because it would result in an average annual loss of from
$3/4 million to $1 million to the power generating interests. Also,
this measure is less acceptable environmentally than any of the remedial
works alternatives.
(3) Remedial works can solve the drying up of crucial areas of the
Rapids and enhance the fishery in the area. Remedial works would prevent
the drying up of the crucial areas of the Rapids and would provide more
suitable hydraulic conditions for a fish habitat and a sport fishery.
(4) Alternative 1 (Page 5-7, Plate 4), which includes a low-level
containing wall that separates the south flank of Whitefish Island from the
main rapids and provides a separate controllable supply of water, can SOIVe
the low-flow problem in the crucial areas for a total annual cost of about
$100,000. This alternative would ensure that no crucial areas of the Rapids
would dry up under low—flow conditions. However, under high-flow conditions
these areas would become inundated with added flow from the main rapids
channel and would be subjected to high levels and high velocities.











































(5) Alternative 2 (Page 5—9, Plate 5), which includes a high-level
 
containing wall that separates the south flank of Whitefish Island from the
main rapids and provides a separate controllable supply of water, can solve
both the low-flow and the high—flow problems for a total annual cost of about
$170,000. This alternative is similar to Alternative 1 with the primary ex—
ception being the height of the containing wall. Therefore, it not only
solves the drying up problem associated with low flows, but alsoprovides
for improved hydraulic conditions for the sport fishery under high—flow con-
ditions. It is the most environmentally acceptable alternative when com—
pared to the other two alternatives.
(6) Alternative 3 (Page 5—9, Plate 6), which includes contouring or
excavating the shallow rapids area along the south flank of Whitefish Island)
solves only the low-flow problem in this crucial area for an estimated total
annual cost of $190,000. This alternative would be aesthetically more accept—
 
able than the containing wall alternatives as it would preserve the natural



















problem of the fishery and it requires a considerable amount of difficult
excavation which would be disruptive to the aquatic habitat in the area.
8.3 CONCLUSIONS
(1) Remedial works are feasible and preferable over other measures,
both economically and environmentally. From the point of view of the
effects on hydro—electric power generation at Sault Ste. Marie, the con—
struction of remedial works in the St. Marys Rapids is a much less costly
method of preventing the drying up of crucial areas of the Rapids than are
the other measures considered. No increase in flow through the Compensating
Works would be required since an independent controllable source of water for
the crucial areas is provided for in the remedial works. Therefore, there
would only be a minimal reduction (450 cfs) in the flow available for power
generation during periods of low flow. The minimum requirement of preventing
the drying up of the crucial areas can be achieved by any one of the three
basic structural alternatives which are environmentally more acceptable.

















































































































































































































































































best solution to the problem.
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N. Conroy, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
Sault Ste. Marie (Ontario) Region Conservation Authority
L. Maggetti, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
J. Fowler, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
Citizen's Marina Committee, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario
Sault Ste. Marie & District (Ontario) Chamber of Commerce
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 Having selected five photographs, stereoscopic tracings were made by
continuous pencil tracing of the photo imagery.
A Saltzman Auto—Focussing
projector was used to enlarge the image to fit the scale of the basic map
(Environment Canada 1973 Topographic Survey Map) of 1 inch equals 180 feet.
A seawall on the Canadian side of the Rapids provided the only control
for establishing uniformity between the various tracings.
Some local ad—
justments were required for the different maps because of some ambiguities
in certain parts of the photographs (due to maximum enlargement of 35 mm
film) and each map was registered one to the other to eliminate any
inconsistencies. Maximum quality was obtained by redrafting the pencil
tracings in ink.
The l6-gate open condition water's edge map was developed from a
l:30,000 scale instrumentally controlled aerial photograph by making a one
to one pencil drawing, enlarging it three times, redrafting in ink and
enlarging twice using a precision fineline camera.
The International Boundary Line was drafted on all of the water's
edge maps. It was positioned using the alignment and measurement from
the Sault Ste. Marie inset of Lake Survey Chart No. 63, scale 1:20,000.
Positioning of the Boundary Line was obtained by locating three points
which were in relation to:
(l) The center of the Compensating Works;
(2) The U. 8. Government Powerhouse; and
(3) The end of the U. S. Power Canal Dike.
Although a quantitative degree of accuracy for the water's edge maps
has not been ascertained, the maps have been compared with the 1974 Topo—
graphic Survey Maps of Environment Canada and good agreement was observed.
These maps are considered quite adequate for the purpose of this feasibility
study. Plate 3—1 shows the composite of the gate opening conditions 3, l,
2, 3, 4 and 16 gates. Plate B—2 compares only the % and 4 gate open
conditions, the latter being the gate open condition which provides adequate
water to the south flank of Whitefish Island.
B—2.2 Uses
Because of the difficulty of defining the hydraulics of the Rapids,
the water's edge maps help establish the extent of spreading of the water
over the Rapids and the water's edge at the shoreline for different
quantities of flow through the Compensating Works. Indirectly, the
tracings represent the hydraulic relationships between discharge capacity
































Most important for this study, the water's edge maps have:
(1) Shown and quantified the amount of dried area for various flow
conditions (gate setting conditions); and,
(2) Aided in the design and location of such remedialworks as
dikes or containing walls as well as landscape contouring
measures which could be taken to solve the problem of the
dewatered areas in the Rapids.
Future use of these maps could include defining better hydraulic relation—
ships for the Rapids flow, especially if used in conjunction with the
topographic map and additional field data.
B-3 Modified Rapids Backwater Computations
B—3.1 Procedure and Assumptions
The initial step in determining the hydraulic effects of any proposed
remedial works was to define the hydraulic conditions of the Rapids. Cross-
sectional areas were determined along the entire reach of the main rapids
from the Environment Canada 1974 Topographic Survey Map. Flow velocities
and depths at each of the cross sections were computed and checked against
the critical state. In this manner, the subcritical and supercritical flow
areas were defined. It was found that because of the ledges and steep
slopes in the lower portion of the rapids, supercritical flows existed
intermittently from the tailwater up to a point about 1500 feet below the
Compensating Works. The flow from that point up to the Compensating Works































































































































































































































































































































































































































































the physical parameters thus defined, backwater computations wereperformed
using the Standard Step Method. A Mannings roughness coefficient was as—
sumed as 0.03 and an energy (Coriolis) coefficient as 1.20.
3-3.2 Results
In order to test the simulation model, an accurate natural water
surface profile was needed. Personnel from Water Survey of Canada, Depart—
ment of the Environment and from the Great Lakes Hydraulics and Hydrology
Branch, Detroit District, Corps of Engineers, ran levels along the rapids
adjacent to Whitefish Island on June 24, 1974. At the time this water
surface profilewas made, 9 gates were open and the flow was 41,000 cfs.
Starting at the lSOO-foot downstream control point, the water surface
profile was computed for this flow. The computed profile compared very
favorably with the surveyed profile; thus, the model was checked and
accepted as valid.
The next step in the study was to compute the existing or preproject
water surface profile. A design flow of 60,000 cfs, i.e., all 16 gates
open, was used. Such a flow was used because it was the purpose of the
study to determine if the construction of the remedial works wouldreduce
the maximum outflow capacity.
Backwater computations were made using the original proposed alignment
of a high-level containing wall (Alternative 2, Chapter 5 of this report).
It was found that such a structure would cause a backwater of +0.75 foot at
the Compensating Works tailwater. This would be unacceptable as it would
reduce the discharge capacity of the Compensating Work by about 10,000 cfs.
To reduce the extent of this backwater effect, the proposed containing wall
was realigned to more closely approximate the 1/2-gate open setting water's
edge line which allows for a somewhat larger main channel.
With the revised alignment, backwater computations were made assuming
a low—level containing wall and weirs in place (Alternative 1, Chapter 5 of
this report). Two weirs are located upstream of the control point. Thus,
it was necessary to run the backwater computations over the two weirs. It
was found that with the low-level containing wall (overtopped above a A—gate
open setting) in place, there was approximately +0.09 foot of backwater at the
Compensating Works. This value was acceptable as it lies within the range,
of accuracy of this study.
Using the aforementioned realignment, backwater computations were made
assuming a high-level containing wall in place. It was found that such a
structure would raise the control structure tailwater by about 0.5 foot.
Such a condition would be unacceptable as it would significantly reduce the
maximum outflow capacity of the Compensating Works. To reduce the backwater
effect, excavation in the main channel could be done in order to compensate
for the constriction caused by the containing wall. After a series of





























































feet at each cross section from a point 1500 feet downstream of the Com—
pensating Works to a point 200 feet downstream of the Works, the backwater
effect at the Compensating Works was reduced to 0.13 foot. This was still
slightly more than an acceptable value. A similar computation, assuming
an average cut at each section of about 500 square feet, revealed that the
backwater at the Compensating Works would be about 0.04 foot, which is
acceptable and within the range of accuracy. Thus, with the high-level
containing wall (Alternative 2, Chapter 5) in place, approximately 25,000
cubic yards of material would have to be excavated to compensate for it.
B—3.3 Refinements Required
Some difficulties were encountered when trying to define the physical
parameters of the upper rapids area. The 1940 survey by the Michigan
Northern Power Company proved very useful in defining the rapids bottom in
the upper 1200 feet of the main rapids. The 1973 survey by Environment




















face profile based on these maps could not be determined.
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Engineering Geology for Foundation Design and Construction.
C-S
Additional Geologic Studies Required.

























































An abundance of geologic information, both on a regional and local
scale, exists for the St. Marys Rapids area. The best source for regional
geology is the Michigan Geological Survey; its Publication 51 documents
this data as well as provides a comprehensive bibliography. Local informa—
tion which is of primary concern here has been obtained from core borings,
topographic surveys, river soundings and bedrock investigations. These
data were collected for use in constructing the various structures in the
Rapids ~ U. 3. Government Power Plant, Canadian and U. S. Locks,
Compensating Works and International Highway Bridge.
Field investigations of the overburden and bedrock conditions were
carried out during the 5—10 November 1973 survey of the Rapids. However,
the weather and the inability to completely dry up the rapids channel


















All geologic information compiled and collected has been consolidated




















thicknesses were also developed.





































































































































































































































































































































































be lower and middle Cambrian.
































































































9 feet thick along the rapids and within 250 feet of the shoreline. In
the Rapids the overburden is usually less than 2 feet thick.
Along the shoreline at the extreme north end of the Compensating Works
and the Railway Bridge the overburden is sand and gravel approximately 28
feet thick.
Downstream of the Rapids, the bedrock drops abruptly and the
overburden is about 16 feet thick.
Silt and sand are located in quiet pools where they are not susceptable
to high velocity flows.
Boulders and gravel are scattered throughout the
area.
The boulders and gravel are mainly sub-rounded,
very hard granite and




feet by 6 feet by 4 feet, was granite.
The average boulder size was 1—1/2
to 3 feet in diameter, however, an accurate boulder count and measurement
was not made.
C-3.2 Bedrock
The bedrock is a hard to very
hardquartzose sandstone, consisting of
sub—rounded




iron oxide and quartz that was dissolved and repre—
cipitated by chemical or biochemical action.
The rock colors are a strik—
ing deep red to pink with mottled gray and yellow—brown spots due
to minor




























caused the bedrock to break into ledges
forming the
stepped appearance of the St. Marys Rapids.




























ceded cementation of the sands are apparent at numerous exposures
and have
interrupted and modified the dip angle and direction.
These features
include beds oriented transverse or oblique to the main bedding planes and














along the north shore and explains many of the surface irregularities.
Weathering has discolored and rust—stained some of the outcrops, but other—
wise the changes are very minor and would not affect design or construction
of the projects proposed.
Softer beds, more susceptible to weathering, may
also be present, but they are concealed by overburden.
Identification and
location of softer beds can be made by core drilling, excavating and cleaning
off the overburden, and closer examination of rock during subsequent field
investigations. Two jointing patterns are apparent along the shoreline.
The major joint set is oriented NlSW to N3OW, dips nearly vertical and is
spaced from 2 to 4 feet, on the average. Secondary jointing is oriented
$40E to S6OE, dips nearly vertical and is spaced from 2 to 5 feet, on the
average.
Joints can be observed on aerial photographs taken during the







































C—A Engineering Geology for Foundation Design and Construction








The bedrock has adequate bearing capacity for virtually any of
the proposed remedial works structures in this study. Uncon»
fined compressive strength is high, therefore, fractures, joints,
soft seams and other discontinuities are the most important
factors for bearing capacity.
Scour and weathering of bedrock will be minimal as shown by
changes downstream from the Compensating Works.
The general slope of bedrock, resistance of beds to weathering
and localized bedrock structures such as cross—bedding, jointing
and bedding plane partings will control shape and slope of the



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Core borings along proposed structures are needed to confirm
the character and condition of bedrock as well as the character
of overburden, if present.
Detailed geologic mapping should be completed to supplement the
general geologic map; also, some overburden excavation may be
needed.
Boulder counts and other studies are necessary to determine the
quantity and size of native stone at the site.
Durability tests on native stone (sandstone) are needed; also, a
compilation of test records and a history of performance of stone
from other sources nearby are needed.
Other specialized tests may be needed contingent on structural
design, e.g., pull out tests if rock anchors are used.
TABLE 1
DESIGN CONSTANTS - SOILS AND BEDROCK FROM TESTS FOR U. S. LOCKS
 
Weights of Material
(Pounds Per Cubic Foot)
(1) Water 62.5
(2) Concrete 150.0
(3) Moist Earth Backfill 115.0
(4) Saturated Earth Backfill 130.0




(1) Concrete on Concrete 0.65
(2) Rock on Rock and Concrete on
Rock-Design of Poe Lock 0.30
(3) Design of MacArthur Lock 0.40
(4) Ultimate Value 0.60
Bearing on Sandstone for Design of Lock
(Tons Per Square Foot)
(1) Normal to bedding planes 15
(2) Parallel to bedding planes 10
Unconfined Compressive Strength 6,700-14,500 +
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In order to define the biological conditions in the St. Marys Rapids,
various studies have beenconducted over the past several years. These
studies were concerned with the regulation of flow through the St. Marys
Rapids and the subsequent effect on the aquatic organisms, particularly
the fishery.
The following four Annexes describe some of these studies.
Annex 1 describes the sea lamprey surveys and the fish collections
conducted in 1971, 1972 and 1973.
Annex 2 presents the results of a survey of the benthic biota
conducted in November 1973.
Annex 3 describes the exposed bottom substrate types found in the
St. Marys River Rapids in November 1973.
Annex 4 focuses on earlier considerations of the adverse effects
that regulation of the flow has had on the aquatic organisms in the
















































SEA LAMPREY SURVEYS, LAMPRICIDE TREATMENTS AND FISH COLLECTIONS
Sea Lamprey Surveys - St. Marys River, 1971, 1972 and 1973






























































































































































































































































if not ideal, larval habitat.
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From November 6 to 9, 1973, when all 16 compensating gates on the
St. Marys River were periodically closed to facilitate biological, topo—
graphic and geologic surveys in the Whitefish Island area of the St.
Marys Rapids, electro-shocking surveys for larval sea lamprey were con—
ducted in the partially dewatered areas in this section of the St. Marys
River. Figure 2 is a map of the study area showing the sites surveyed
with D.C. shocking gear and the locations of ammocoetes collected.
Seventy—one sea lamprey ammocoetes, ranging in size from 21 to 161
mm were collected, along with 44 native lamprey. Two of the sea lamprey
which were collected immediately adjacent to the compensating gates had
undergone full transformation from the ammocoete to adult parasitic stage.
Suitable sea lamprey larval habitat is very limited, however, ammocoetes
were collected from almost all areas where sand, fine gravel and silt were
located. Habitat conducive to spawning and larval lamprey survival was only
found relatively nearthe high water line at the upper and lower ends of
Whitefish Island and in small areas adjacent to the Compensating Works. The
remainder of the bottom in this area of the St. Marys River is comprised
almost entirely of large rocks and boulders, with some small pockets of
gravel. On the United States side of the river, the bottom consisted of
large, flat rocks and boulders with no apparent spawning gravel or suitable
larval habitat.
It appears that the population of sea lamprey in the St. Marys River
is concentrated in the area immediately below the excellent spawning gravel
at the lower end of Whitefish Channel, with small numbers of ammocoetes
spread out around Whitefish Island. Larval habitat is excellent, although
spotty, in the area immediately below Whitefish Island, consisting of clean
habitat found in other areas of the St. Marys River.
Lampricide Treatments - Whitefish Island Area: 1972—73


























































































































































































































































































        
 
  


























































































































































































































































































































































 As a continuation of a granular Bay 73 treatment program on the St.
Marys River begun in 1972, a 9.1 acre area, approximately 300 ft. wide and
1,600 ft. long, located just off the mouth of Whitefish Island Channel was
sprayed with 2,075 lbs. of granular Bayer 73 on September 6-7, 1973 (see
Figure 3).
-
The treatment covered the zone of maximum abundance of ammocoetes
found during the 1972 treatment and extended downstream to the drop—off
below the St. Marys Rapids to cover more of the probable area of ammocoete
abundance.
High winds and rough water made lampricide application and ammocoete
collection difficult. These poor treatment conditions were worsened by
the fact that all the compensating gates at the top of the St. Marys Rapids
were open at the time of treatment, creating strong cross—currents and a
sharp chop.
A granular Bayer 73 spraying team from the United States Sea Lamprey
Control agency demonstrated their techniques and assisted on the treatment
by treating one section while the Canadian crew worked on the other.
Annnocoetes were scarce in the area treated in 1972 and abundant in
the new outer section. The highest abundance occurred along the drop-off
following the edge of the ship channel downstream of the concrete pier.
Fish Collections (1973)
In conjunction with electro—shocking surveys for sea lamprey ammocoetes
in the area of the St. Marys River as mentioned above, a random collection
of fish was made. Some of the fish were collected by hand from dried up
puddles and some by shocking small isolated pools with the D.C. shocking
gear. The fish were collected randomly and only a small percentage of the
fish seen were actually collected. A list of species collected and numbers
of each species follows:
. Slimy sculpins (Cottus cognatus) 21
. Mottled sculpins (Cottus bairdi) 45
Longnose dace (Rhinichthys cataractae)
Brook sticklebacks (Culaea inconstans)
Johnny darters (Etheostoma nigrum) l
Burbot (Lota lota)
Logperch (Percina caprodes)






























































































A SURVEY OF BENTHIC ORGANISMS IN THE
DEWATERED AREA OF ST. MARYS RAPIDS
A survey of the benthic biota in the dewatered area of the Canadian
rapids was undertaken on November 6 and 7, 1973, under the leadership of
the U. S. Bureau of Sport Fish and Wildlife, Ann Arbor, Michigan, assisted
by personnel from the Sea Lamprey Control Centre, Canada Department of the
Environment, and from Sault College, Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario.
Sampling stations extended in two linesroughly parallel to the water's
edge, and were identified on a semi—grid system by extending transects due
south, or in one case north, on a series of 18 markers established along the
south shore of Whitefish Island. The first six westerly markers coincided
with those employed in the concurrent hydrographic-engineering studies; the
other twelve consisted of dye marks applied to large stationary boulders and
visible in aerial photographs. The marked boulders were between 140 and 300
feet apart. On each transect the first sample was taken approximately half
way between the marker and the water's edge and a second was taken close to
the water's edge, if the total distance was greater than 200 feet. The only
selection criterion was that pools of water were avoided. The map of the
rapids area (Figure 4) shows the locations of sample sites.
The sampling method employed a steel frame, one metre square divided
into four quarter—square—metre sections (Figure 5). The frame was placed
on the substrate at each site and from the total metre square, forage fish
and crayfish were collected. From a quarter—metre section, small inverte-
brates were obtained by brushing material from stones, by picking up indivi-
dual specimens with forceps and by scooping fine gravel from the surface.
All specimens and bulk material collected were preserved for later identi—
fication. Details of each collection are contained in the "Digest of
Field Notes” (Table l).
The results of the identification of material collected are summarized
in Tables 2, 3 and 4. Table 2 shows the forage fish and crayfish collected
at each station; Table 3 gives the combined totals of Trichoptera (caddis
fly) genera; and Table 4 states the relative abundances of less numerous
invertebrates.
With regard to the caddis fly nymphs, the most abundant order of in-
sects found in the period of early November, the numbers obtained were
remarkably large, varying from 120 to approximately 11,600 per square metre
(Figure 6). The average abundanceof caddis fly nymphs at all stations for
which there were counts was approximately 4,500 individuals per square metre.
Even relatively inhospitable substrates, such as exposed bedrock and slab,
can be colonized by the net—weaving nymphs. Further indication of the pro—
ductivity of the rapids area for caddis flies is readily observable in the






















 Among the other invertebrates (see Table 4) it is significant that the
Heptigenian mayflies, indicators of pure water, were present whereas the
Tubificid worms, indicators of gross pollution, were absent. Stonefly
(Plecoptera) nymphs were not collected in these November samples although
they have beenobserved in the general area during the summer.
It should be stressed that the specimens collected had survived the
dewatering at the time of study due in part to the brief period of exposure,
and in part to the cool humid weather at the time.
Had the period been
longer, or the weather dryer and warmer, it is certain that most of these
organisms would have succumbed to desiccation. Puddles between the boulders
were in the process of disappearing, apparently by percolation since
evaporation at that time could not have beensignificant.
These aquatic insect nymphs are relatively large for benthic organisms
(about 1/2" in length) and because of their abundance they form an important
link on the food chain for forage fishes as well as larger predatory fishes
found in the St. Marys Rapids and Harbor area.
During the study of the rapids in August 1971 a greater abundance of
crayfish and forage fishes appeared to be present.
By way of contrast
with the foregoing description of the International Rapids, it is worth
referring to an earlier study of bottom organisms in the harbor area down-
stream of the rapids conducted in 1972 by the personnel of the Sea Lamprey
Control Centre. A large barge-mounted dredge was used to take bottom
samples from randomly-located sites on both sides of the river extending
from the foot of the rapids to approximately three miles downstream.
The
bottom on the Canadian side of the river below the outfalls of major in-
dustries and extending almost to Sugar Island was nearly devoid of any
life visible to the eye. A fibrous mat impregnated with oily sludge was
prevalent.
0n the United States side, where conditions on the bottom were















































































































the Dewa’rered Area of the
 























































Digest of Field Notes on St. Marys Rapids
Biological Survey November 6-2, 1973






200 feet south of TBO
1350
20
Remarks - Area composed of 80% sand, remainder with 4 to 6—inch
stones which bear some blue—green algae.
l Lampetra and 2 crayfish.
TC-l
345 feet south of TCO
1355—1415
20
Remarks — Diameter of stones range 1_to 18 inches.
Fifteen 1.5-10"
diameter stones scraped. Bedrock underneath stones.
TC-2
445 feet south of TCO
1430—1445
15
Remarks — Area composed of stones, diameter 2 to 12 inches.
Twelve 1.5 to 11-inch stones scraped.
TD—l 250 feet south of TDO 1345 20
Remarks - Stones flat, 3—11 inches diameter, total 28, alga-
covered. With substrate removed, water present.
TD—2 350 feet south of TDO 1424 24
Remarks — Stones flat, 2-9 inches diameter, total 20,
alga-covered; gravel substrate.
TE-l 300 feet south of TEO (No further data)
Tlel (sampled by Gale Gleason and students from Lake Superior
State College)
TI-2 275 feet south of T10 1510-1535 25
Remarks - Broken slabs of sandstone with coarse sand; stones 1-18
inches diameter. Scrapings off 15 pieces of flat
sandstone, 2-9 inches diameter.
T2-1 (sampled by Gale Gleason and students from Lake Superior
State College)
T2-2 (distance missing) 1500 15
Remarks - Stones 2~14 inches diameter; green algae. Sand and



























































Digest of Field Notes on St. Marys Rapids
Biological Survey November 6-71 1973
 
Distance . . . Transact Origin
Time expended
Station on Map Clock Time (minutes)
T3—1 100 feet south of T30 1530 15
Remarks - Stones 3-11 inches diameter. Coarse gravel 60%, sand 40%.
T3-2 300 feet south of T30 (No further field data)
T4~l 130 feet south of T40 1440 35
Remarks — Stones 4-10 inches diameter, coarse gravel. Filamentous
algae on surface of stones. Caddis-fly larvae abundant.
T4—2 255 feet south of T40 1515 25
Remarks — Stones 9-11 inches diameter, coarse gravel. Filamentous










feet south of T50 0950-1025 35
Stones mostly flat, 2 x 6 inches to 4 x 16 inches, coarse
sand. Scrapings from 14 flat sandstones, 2 x 3 inches to
4 x 16 inches.
feet south of T50 1035—1110 45
Stones 1-12 inches diameter, coarse gravel and bedrock.
Scrapings of 15 stones, 2-8 inches diameter.
feet south of T60 0950 17
Slabs of sandstone, 3-13 inches diameter, plus one 10-inch
boulder. Trace of green algae. Area surrounded by mas—
sive (6 foot) boulders and chunks of sandstone.
feet south of T60 1020 15
Chunks of sandstone, 5-14 inches diameter. Some
filametous algae.
D-14
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Remarks - Stones 2-8 inches, covered with
filamentous algae.
Some
pondweeds present. No fish or crayfish.
T7-2




























T8—1 (field data missing)
T8—2
141 feet south of T80
1012
45
Remarks - Stones 1.5-8 inches, coarse gravel.
T9-1
























TlO-l (field data missing)
Tll-l
105 feet south of T110
1113
14
Remarks - Stones 4-14 inches diameter,
coarse gravel.
T12-l
38 feet north of T120
1135-1150
15
Remarks - Stones 2-14 inches diameter, coarse gravel.
Scrapings
from 14 stones, 2.5-14 inches diameter.
51 86 feet east of TD




(2-12 inches) over fine sand.
One 4—inch patch
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Distance . . . Transect Origin Time expended
Station on Map Clock Time (minutes)
52 97 feet south of TEO 1425—1450 25
Remarks — Stones flat, 1.5—12 inchesdiameter, coarse sand.
Scrapings from 18 stones, 3—12 inches diameter.
83 100 feet south of T10
85 feet west of T10 1420 15
Remarks - Stones 4-14 inches diameter. 60% sand, 40% chunks of
sandstone. Sparse algae.
S4 154 feet SSE of T10
100 feet SW of T20 1440 20
Remarks - Stones 1-7 inches diameter, fine gravel and coarse sand.
Dried algae on stones; stumps of shrubs.
SS 75 feet south and
80 feet west of T30 1445 17
Remarks - Stones 2-14 inches, 60% gravel, 40% sand, sparse algae.
S6 88 feet west of T40
191 feet SE of T30 1510—1525 15
Remarks — Stones 1-12 inches, coarse sand. Scrapings from 14












Transact B, Sta. 1
3 Orconactas propinquus
1 Lamgetra 1amatta1





Transact D, Sta. 1
7 Cottus cognatus
Transact E, Sta. 1
1 Cottus cognatus
Transact 1, Sta. 1 (at LSSC)
Transact 2, Sta. 1 (at LSSC)
Transact 3, Sta. 1
4 Cottus cognatus
Transact 4, Sta. 1
1 Orconactas propingpus
2 Cottus cognatus
1 Salmo gairdneri (parr)
Transact 5, Sta. 1
6 Cottus cognatus




81 No fish or crayfish
S3 1 Orconactes propinqnus
1 Cottus bairQ£
7 C. cognatus























































































Total Per 1/4 m2 of ﬁxgrqpsyche + Cheumatopqyche
 
Transact Station 1 Station 2
B 30 (not sampled)
C 1727 571
D 2894 2059
E 1281 (not sampled)
l (at LSSC) 1641








10 598 (not sampled)
11 562 (not sampled)


























range from few to many.
Pszchomxia averages about 5 per station.










































































































A SURVEY OF EXPOSED SUBSTRATE TYPES IN THE
ST. MARYS RIVER RAPIDS AREA
As part of the combined biological-topographic survey of St. Marys
River Rapids and Whitefish Island, carried out between November 6 and 8,
1973, a series of visual/photographic observations were made, between the
high water and low water marks, at ranges extending southward from 18 pre—
determined stations along the south side of Whitefish Island. The purpose
of this study was to provide a verbal and pictorial supplement to the
quantitative data collected by other observers. The positions of the
stations referred to in this report are indicated in Figure 4 (page D-lO)
as T.A to T.F and T.l to T.12 inclusive. The terrain, between these
stations (listed in order in a downstream direction) and the existing
water's edge, is described as follows:
TLA - This section, close to the highway bridge, was observed from a
benchmark position, P—28—A, approximately 150 feet south of T.A. P-28—A
is approximately 60 feet from the water, the intervening substrate being
composed largely of stone and coarse gravel with little gradient. Immedi-
ately north of P—28—A the ground rises, with several pieces of large slab
protruding.
1;§_- A large pool lay immediately east of this station, its connection
with the river being severed, while the river's edge was 300 feet due south
of T.B. Immediately south of this station there was a dry channel which
previously fed the pool to the east. Rising ground with several small
shrubs, approximately 100 to 150 feet south of T.B formed part of an island
at intermediate water levels. Approximately 200 feet south of T.B. lay an
isolated pool, while south of this, the next 100 feet of bottom was exposed.
The substrate was rubble, consisting mostly of shattered sandstone, over
coarse gravel, with stunted vegetation on the higher ground.
gig — This station, located on the north bank of the beaver pond, was
500 feet from the existing river's edge. Between 20 and 75 feet to the
south a channel of still water remained that previously joined the beaver
pond to the main river. A large pond remained between 100 and 200 feet
south of T.C. Beyond this pond the exposed bottom was composed chiefly of
rubble and boulders.
1:2 — This station, located on a raised spit of sand and boulders that
separated the beaver pond from the river, was approximately 500 feet from
the water's edge. A large pond extended from 30 to 150 feet south of T.D.
Beyond this an uneven bottom of rubble and boulders, with several small

























































































































































































































































































































































































about 40 feet wide.






















































































I SUMMARY — The main features of the exposed bottom on the Canadian side of
the International Rapids as observed on November 6 and 7, 1973, when all
gates were closed were as follows:
1. The bottom is composed mostly of boulders and slab
measuring up to 3 feet in diameter and overlying
smaller material of similar appearing composition.
2. There is some exposed bedrock, especially south of
T.S where it forms a step in the rapids. The strata







3. A shallow channel parallels the shore of Whitefish
Island about 100 to 200 feet from high water mark
beginning at about the level of T.D and ending to






























RAINBOW TROUT IN ST. MARY'S RIVER











































































which was half open, was













the river was made by Leland R. Anderson of the Department of Conservation
on June 18.
He reported as follows on conditions on the Michigan side:
"We observed no stranded or dead fish; or spawning beds
that might be dried













The State of Michigan referred the problem to Canadian
authorities who were interested and who offered cooperation in solving the
problem.
As early as August
20, 1952,
the Michigan Department of Conservation
recommended to the Michigan Water Resources Commission that at least 1/2




the Michigan Department of Conservation re-
ferred this matter to the U. S. State Department with the intention that
the State Department would take up the issue before the International Joint
Commission.
The State Department referred the case to the Chairman of the
International Joint Commission on Dec. 11, 1952, who referred the matter to





the Fish and Wildlife Service advised the International Joint
Commission that it supported the State of Michigan's request
for a minimum
release of 1/2 gate on each side of the river.
Great Lakes Fishery Investi-
gations was requested to look into the biological and physical conditions in
St. Mary's River below the control structure.
Mr. Howard Loeb was detailed
to make a report.
The report, in narrative style, was filed July 9, 1953.
People in fish conservation have been unanimous
in the recommendation
that a minimum flow from the control structure should consist of the dis—


























































the problem was ever forthcoming from the powers in control of these struc-
tures. However, the concern over the problem seemed to subside until
sportsmen in Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, again brought up the matter in
September 1955. A meeting was held in the office of Mr. C. A. Aune, Area
Engineer for the U. S. Corps of Engineers, at Sault Ste. Marie on
Sept. 29, 1955.
At this meeting it was explained that due to a rather dry season in
the Lake Superior drainage, releases from the regulating works at the head
of St. Mary's River had been cut to 1/2 gate opening or approximately 3,000
second—feet, for the purpose of maintaining water levels in Lake Superior.
The file report on this meeting as prepared by the Michigan Department of
Conservation and the file report of the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service are
appended.
Investigations - Mr. Howard A. Loeb, biologist with the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, studied the Sault Rapids area during March, April, May,
and June 1953, to determine the extent and success of rainbow trout spawning.
Area of River
St. Mary's falls, or 300 rapids as they are often called, cascade from
their crest to the approximate level of Lake Huron in about 3/4 of a mile.
The fall OVer this distance is near 21 feet. The average width of the rapids
section is 1/4 mile. When all of the compensating gates are open, velocities
of flow approach 20 or more miles per hour. There is always plenty of water
below the rapids because of electric power generation at four plants and the
requirements of the navigation locks. The only portion of the river concerned
in this report is the rapids proper from the gates to tail water.
Spawning Areas
The area was examined throughly during river stages resulting from re-
leases through 2 and later through 7 of the 16 gates in the regulating
works. On March 30—31, 1953, Mr. Loeb saw no fish and a very small amount















































































































































































 Extent of Rainbow Trout §pawning Period
 
The rapids area was examined again on May 6, 1953. There was no sign
of fish in the main rapids section on the Canadian side. Seven of the 16
gates were open and the discharge covered all formerly exposed stream chan—
nel. Mr. Loeb found 20 trout nests in the small stream flowing from the
south end of Whitefish Island. The water temperature in this stream was
45° F. at the time. Water temperature in the main channel was 34-380 F. on
the same day. Examinations of the entire area on May 26 and 27 revealed no
nests in the main channel nor any evidence of fish spawning. Nests in the
small stream were located but no new ones had been added. There was some
doubt that the spawning in the small stream on Whitefish Island was success-
ful. It may be assumed that spawning in the small stream began sometime
around mid—April and was essentially complete before June 1. No positive
evidence is available to show that spawning occurs at all in the main
section of the river.
Water Temperatures in Rapids
A recording thermograph was installed at the power house on the United
States side of the rapids on April 23. Average temperatures were calculated
for the following periods from thermograph readings taken at 6—hour intervals:
Period Water Temperature Air Temperature
April 23 through 30: 34.20 F. 40.8° F.
May 1 through 15: 37.2 " 50.7 "
May 16 through 31: 41.3 " 53.7 "
June 1 through 12: 42.5 " 54.0 "
June 19 through 22: 46.2 " 64.0 "
Time Required for Egg Incubation and Fry Emergence
At mean water temperatures as recorded, the incubation period for eggs
and the period for fry emergence would be extended greatly. At a tempera—
ture of 40° F. it would take 60-70 days for the eggs to hatch and another
30-40 days for the fry to emerge from the gravel. Water temperatures ex-
ceeded 400 F. only after May 16. Spawning trout were seen by Mr. Loeb on
May 6, but only in the small stream on Whitefish Island. Temperatures in
the small stream at that time was 45° F. Temperatures in the main St.
Mary's River were 34‘38° F.
Mr. Loeb's report concluded that:
1. Fishing should be good if a minimum flow of 1 gate is
maintained.
2. The channel is not an important producer of trout fry, as
based on temperatures and relative lack of spawning habitat.
3. The rainbow trout in the channel are probably feeders; reduc-




































































1. Maintenance of a 2-4 gate flow when possible. Such water
volumes will cover most of the river channel.
2. Maintenance of a minimum flow of 1 gate at all times to
protect the fish population and any spawning which might
take place in mid-stream.
In addition to Mr. Loeb's recommendations we urge that water release
schedules now in effect at the compensating gates be altered as follows:
1. Releases decided upon at the start of navigation in spring
(roughly April 15) should be kept constant through May to
provide for maximum use of spawning gravels available and
to protect trout foods. Under no condition should the flow
in the river be reduced during this period.
2. Releases should be maintained at or above the level set
earlier, until the end of July to allow trout fry to
emerge from the gravels and to maintain stream insects
(trout foods) through their period of emergence as adults.
3. Mid—summer releases should be kept as constant as possible.
Any required alterations in discharge should be accomplished
gradually; not in excess of l gate per day.
4. Release schedules shouldbe planned as far in advance as
possible. It would appear that this planning could be done
from the many years of record available so that no sudden
increases or drastic decreases in river flow would need be
made abruptly.
5. It is not possible, with information available, to establish
a schedule of gate manipulation. It is recommended, however,
that spring releases be set between 2 and 7 gates. After
July, releases could be adjusted upward. Any release in
excess of l gate would not be adverse to fishing. Releases
less than 1 gate may concentrate the adult rainbow and make
them too easy to catch during the heavy tourist season.
Fall releases could be adjusted downward but a minimum re-
lease of 2—4 gates is desirable. Under severe drought con-
ditions, fall releases should not be reduced to less than 1
full gate or 2 half gates.
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